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ABSTRACT

The goal of the Compact Ignition Tokamak (C!T) program
is to provide a cost-effective route to the production of a
burning deuterium-tritium plasma, so that alpha-particle
effects may be studied. A key issue lo be studied in the CIT
is whether alpha power behaves like other power sources in
affecting cokamak plasma confinement. The program is
managed by Che Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory and
includes broad community involvement. Guidelines for the
preliminary design effort have been provided by the Ignition
Technical Oversight Committee in discussion with the
tokamak community. The reference design is a tokamak
with a high field (10 T), high current (10 MA), a poloidal
divertor. and liquid-nitrogen-cooled coils. It is a small, high-
power-density device of the type proposed by Bruno Coppi
(MIT). It has a major radius of 1.23 m. a minor radius of
0.43 m. and a plasma ellipticity of 1.8. This paper reviews
ihe aims of the program and the basis for the physics guide-
lines. The role of the CIT in the longer-term tokamak pro-
gram is briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The study of burning deuterium-tritium (DT) plasmas
is a key element of the DOE Magnetic Fusion Program
Plan.1 In the present strategy, it is planned to initiate an
Engineering Test Facility (ETF) in the 1990s as an interna-
tional collaborative venture. This device will perform a
major long-pulse, integrated test of fusion physics and tech-

nology. It is also planned to propose a smaller device, prior
to the ETF. with the main goal of studying the physics of
burning plasmas for short pulses and with a much smaller
role in testing long-term technology. This smaller device is
the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT). illustrated in Fig. I.
It is a concept proposed by B. Coppi2 and D. Cohn et al.J of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).

The role of the CIT and its goals have been reviewed
by the Magnetic Fusion Advisory Committee (MFAC)
Panel XIV. The Panel made a number of findings,4 includ-
ing the following:

"Plasma behavior under ignited plasma conditions
represents a new frontier of physics that must be
explored and understood as pan of an assessment
of magnetic fusion. Although some predicted
properties of ignited plasmas can be simulated in
non-ignited regimes, we also expect to uncover
important new phenomena.

"During the past several yean, the U.S. fusion
program has examined a sequence of proposed
burning-plasma tokamaks having successively
reduced scope and cost. While giving up first, the
project objective and nuclear-component testing
and then, very long pulse operation, the program
has now focussed on the CIT as a minimum-size
and cost ignition experiment chat retains the
capability to explore '.he essential tolcamak
burning-plasma physics issues.

"The burning-plasma issues that air most impor-
tant for the development of fusion are those relat-
ing to the confinement of the cnergrt.c-aipha par-

'ReMarch sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy. U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400 wuh Martin Marietta
Energy Systems. Inc.
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Fig. I. Side riew of the reference CTT design. Courtesy of the FEDC (ORNL).

tides produced by the fusion reactions and the
confinement of reactor-relevant plasmas that are
heated mainly by these alpha panicles. Other
very important issues relate to controlling the
profiles, thennaJ excursions, and composition of a
burning plasma.'

"The CIT Project has these primary objectives:

1. To perform a DT ignition test, including
detailed studies of a burning plasma in sup-
port of the development of (he tolcamale reac-
tor concept, and in support of the planning
for high-duty-cycle, long-pulse operation in
the ETF.

2. To provide understanding of the physics of
burning plasmas which will be valuable in
the development of the tokamak concept and
to a lesser extent, the non-tokamak concepts.

*A secondary objective is to stimulate the
development of diagnostics and remote handling
for DT systems, and to develop generic informa-
tion in areas such as pellet ablation and bum con-
trol."

Guidance for the design of the CIT has been given by the
Ignition Technical Oversight Committee (ITCO. This com-

mittee and the CIT physics group have been assisted in the
physics area by the Ignition Physics Study Group (IPSG),
which involves key tokamak experts from the U.S.
laboratories and from some foreign laboratories. The IPSG
has reviewed the status of tokamaks in theory, experiment,
and modeling and has assessed the guidelines for the CIT.
The conclusions of the present studies are that the guidelines
are sensible but that further work is desirable in a number
of areas to reduce the uncertainties in extrapolations to the
CIT parameters. The IPSG has made specific recommenda-
tions for work in each area. In the sections that follow the
guidelines are summarized, the reference design of the CIT
is given, the CITs performance is discussed, and its role in
the longer-term tokamak program is described.

GUIDELINES FOR THE CIT

When calibrated in thr range of currently achieved
parameters, the guidelines correspond to 80% of the individ-
ual highest performance levels. (Units used in the following
discussion are: major and minor radii R and a in meters,
current / in megamperes. and magnetic field B in tesla. The
cylindrical equivalent safety factor ?. • 2.5azB( 1 +



Energy confinement is taken lo be that proposed by
Goldston.5

where the ohmic component ha* the empirical neo-AIcator
form,4

aq. (s)

The auxiliary heating component allows for a possible
degradation of confinement with total heating power and
uses the Kaye-Goldston empirical scaling.7 For limiter
operation an L-mode confinement scaling should be used.

For standard divenor operation an H-mode scaling should
be used, with the energy confinement time twice that of the
L-mode case.

Volume-average density is constrained by the Mura-
kami limit8 to </i;o> « 1-5 X B/Rq. (X 1020 m~3) in the
presence of alpha-particle heating.

Volume-average beta is held below <3> — 31/aB (%)
(the Troyon limit'), which corresponds to <ff> ~ 6% for
typical CIT parameters.

Plasma shape is limited to moderate elongations (« <
1.8) and aspect ratios (R/a S 2.7).

Plasma current is limited by requirements on the MHD
safety factor, qa 5 2.6 with the auxiliary condition that q >
2.0 at 0.05 m inside the plasma boundary.

The figure of merit B2a/q- Js 25 T2 • m in the limiter
configuration.

The burn duration at maximum field and current is
required to be 12rEat 10 keV.

Impurity control is aimed at ZZR < 1.5. A poloidaJ
divertor is the preferred option.

Plasma heating specifications call for a machine capa-
bility of up to 20 MW of absorbed ion cyclotron heating
UCH) power. The projected performance with divertor
operation, subject to the guidelines, requires less than this
level for ignition.

The number of full-power burn pulses has been set at
25 3.000, with the capability for 50.000 pulses at reduced
power (7 T. 7 MA).

REFERENCE CIT

The original concept for a CIT, the IGNITOR.10 uses a
preload on the central column of the toroidal field coils to
withstand the forces. A number of alternative designs were
subsequently investigated at GA Technologies (GA), MIT,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and Princeton

Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL). The reference design is
a variant of the IGNITOR, developed by the Fusion
Engineering Design Center (FEDC) at ORNL, which uses a
hydraulic press to apply the preload. The coils are cooled by
liquid nitrogen. The pulse length is constrained by coil heat-
ing. The main parameters of the CIT are listed in Table 1.

The CIT is designed to have a poloidal divertor, and on
the basis of present experiments it should be rewarded with
an H-mode form of confinement. In this circumstance the
operational window is that shown by the POPCON plot" in
Fig. 2a. The plot shows the contours of auxiliary power
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Fig. I. |a) Curves of constant auxiliary heating power
in the CTT plasma operating space with Kaye-Goldstoa H-
mode scaling. /*,„, — 0 corresponds to ignition. The operat-
ing space is constrained by the Murakami density limit and
the Troyon beta limit, (b) Curves of fusion power and



required to sustain the plasma at a given temperature and
density. As can be seen, for this case there is a large ignition
region between the ignition curve (Piax " 0) and the beta
and density limits. In Fig. 2b a plot in n-T space is given of
the fusion power [Pf) and the ratio <&a

Figure 3 shows a POPCON plot for the less favorable
case of limiter operation with L-mode scaling. In this exam-
ple the ignition window has disappeared, though if the beta
and density limits are set at the best levels achieved in
present-day tokamaks, ignition is recovered. The main price
to pay for the less favorable scaling is the necessity to
operate at a very high fusion power level, ^300 MW.

Also shown s the ignition curve for the limiter case in
which alpha power does not cause confinement degradation.
It illustrates a prime reason for building the CIT: namely,
that it is critical for the optimization of DT-burning
tokamaks to understand the effect of alpha power on con-
finement.

Effects such as the confinement and slowing-down of
single fusion alphas may be studied in a low-Q, DT plasma
(C — P?/P*n)- However, the majority of important alpha
effects require an ignited or high-Q (Q > 5—10) plasma. The
burning plasma of the CIT should readily permit the study
not only of single particle effects, but also of the gross
effects of the alphas on stability and confinement. Of partic-
ular interest are the the key issues of confinement degrada-
tion with power, thermal transients, sawtooth effects, profile
evolution, ash buildup, and alpha-induced changes in
impurity control. A goal of the CIT is to provide a target
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Fig. 3. Cunes of constant auxiliary power in the CTT
plasma operating space for Kaye-Goldston L-mode scaling
for the case in which alpha power causes confinement degra-
dation, and the ignition curve only for the case where alpha
power does not cause confinement degradation.

for the development and application of burning plasma diag-
nostics. The CIT. with its high neutron and gamma fluxes,
is a substantial challenge for diagnostics designers.

DISCUSSION OF PHYSICS GUIDELINES

The physics guidelines for the CIT and the status of
tokamak research have been reviewed by the IPSG. There is
general agreement that the guidelines form a reasonable
basis for the machine design. In some areas the guidelines
are quite conservative; however, in a number of areas the
CIT requirements represent a large extrapolation from
present experience. Work is under way to reduce the uncer-
tainties in these areas.

Energy Coafinensent

The difficulty in selecting confinement scaling* is illus-
trated in Fig. 4, where the predictions of various confine-
ment scalings are shown for the CIT. The uncertain perfor-
mance of the CIT under the L-mode scalings, if alpha power
causes confinement degradation, was one of the reasons that
a poloida/ divertor was chosen for base operations, though
even for the most pessimistic cases the CIT should achieve
Q > 10. For the H-mode scalings the CIT should ignite with
a wide margin, even in the presence of the deleterious alpha
effects. A key issue in whether the H-mode can be sustained
under the CIT conditions of divertor operation, 1CH and
alpha power heating, and high beta and power density. In
the near future, tests in tokamaks such as TFTR. DIII-D,
Asdex, JET, and JT-60 should make extrapolation to the
CIT more reliable.

Progress is being made theoretically in explaining the
observed transport. Refinements of neoclassical ion transport
theory.12 to include finite aspect ratio and impurity effects,
have led to better agreement between theory and experi-
ment. However, experiments with ohmic heating in Alcator
and with beam heating in Dili have revealed situations
where the ion thermal diffusivity is well outside the range of
neoclassical theory. The explanation for the anomaly may
well lie in the so-called i\ modes.IJ which are driven by the
ion temperature gradient. Figure 5 shows the improvement
in ion thermal diffusivity in Alcator-C1* following the injec-
tion of a hydrogen pellet, which modifies the density so as to
make the plasma more stable against these modes. As a rule
of thumb, the modes can make the ion diffusivity, which
neoclassically is small, comparable with the anomalous elec-
tron diffusivity under reactor plasma conditions. It is hoped
that profile control through pellet injection can be used to
mitigate this effect.

There are a number of theories to explain the
anomalously high electron transport. In the ohmic region,
drift-wave theories15 can match the observed behavior and
explain the neo-Aicator scaling in the low- to moderate-
density regimes. Together with the rjj modes, they offer a
plausible explanation for the saturation in confinement at
high density observed in Alcator-C and other tokamaks.
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Fig. 4. Confinement projections for a reference CIT, from individual experiments and from regression analysis of
data from many experiments; the ignition condition depends strongly on tie density profile.
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Fig. 5. Change of ion thermal diffusmry following
pellet injection in Alcator-C, which is consistent with the
suppression of ion gradient drift modes and the recovery of
neo-classical ion confinement. Courtesy of S. Wolfe (MIT).

Some years ago it was observed in ISX-B that confine-
ment degraded with increasing auxiliary power.16 In the
ISX-B scaling the data could be fitted by the formula
flpo,/" <x / * " . and this leads to either r £ oc /i.Jp-o.67 o r

TE a f'&^A- Similar results were subsequently found in
other tokamaks with limiter plasmas. A regression analysts
of all of these results led to the so-called Kaye-Goldston L-
mode scaling.7 It was the Asdex group,17 studying neutral-
beam-heated plasmas in divertor discharges, that discovered
that if the edge electron temperature was high enough then
there was much less, or no, degradation, the so-called H-
mode. Data from a number of experiments suggest that, on
average, H-mode confinement is twice as good as L-mode
confinement. The plasma behavior suggests that the confine-
ment degradation is a result of beta effects or profile effects
caused by the heating.

Drift-wave theories, with the aid of the concept of pro-
file consistency,18 can also reproduce some of the features of
L-mode scaling in the auxiliary heating regime. In these
theories the degradation would result from a transition to a



more collisionless plasma. Experimentally, under these con-
ditions, increases in both density and magnetic fluctuations
have been observed to correlate with confinement degrada-
tion. Since the magnetic fluctuations are measured from
outside the plasma, it is not known whether the internal
fine-scale fluctuations are sufficient to cause the anomalous
transport Various theories have been given for the H-mode
effect, but none is yet generally accepted as the correct
explanation. Thus, more work is required to understand the
behavior of high-beta plasmas with auxiliary heating. Exper-
iments are planned in existing tokamaks to study this area.
Certainly, the uncertainties of extrapolation to the CIT
plasma regime will soon be substantially reduced with the
operation of a number of powerful tokamaks having massive
heating capability (e.g., TFTR, DIII-D, JET. JT-60).

Density Limit

1 lie density limit chosen for the CIT is in the com-
monly ised form proposed by Murakami,8 </i20M> ~ 1-0
X B/liq> for ohmically heated plasmas and </«2OM> ~ 1-5
X 8/Rq- for auxiliary heated plasmas. A recent analysis by
Greenwald (MIT)," which takes better account of the
recent data from noncircular plasmas, shows that a better
empirical representation of the line density limit with auxili-
ary heating is /i20M — <//xoA, which may be rewritten using
the definition of safety factor as </i20M-* "" \.1B/Rq»[(l +
K2)/2]. The operating space of a number of tokamaks is
shown in Fig. 6. For the CIT, with its plasma ellipticity of
1.8, the Greenwald density limit is 1.3 times higher than the
guidelines, suggesting that the guideline is too conservative.
However, it is not clear that much advantage can be taken

of the higher density because of the impact of m modes and
the very large fusion powers, which must be handled at
fusion temperatures.

Beta Limit

The recommended beta limit follows the Troyon
scaling,9 <0> — 1.01/aB (%). It docs not represent the best
achieved value, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The lower level was
chosen to allow a margin to avoid conditions that have been
disruptive in some tokamaks. Nevertheless, disruptions are a
concern for operation at the extremes of beta and density.
Techniques for minimizing their occurrence will be
developed in present experiments. What is not yet estab-
lished is a clear-cut connection between the modes that
underlie the analysis of Troyon and others and the experi-
mentally observed modes. Work is under way to make such
a connection. Other factors that are important in this area
are plasms triangularity, the effect of higher ellipticity,
kinetic effects at high temperature, and the question of the
stability of the plasma profiles generated by alpha power.

Plasma Shape and Safety Factor

Controlled operation at plasma ellipticities up to 2 has
been demonstrated in a number of tokamaks, and it will be
explored further in machines such as DIII-D and JET. Ver-
tical instabilities should not represent a problem. There is
interest in operating even higher ellipticity plasmas in the
CIT, and tests in DIII-D for b/a « 2.5 will help in the
assessment of this mode.

The minimum safety factor chosen for the CIT, qa >
2.6, is conservative for limiter operation, though work is
needed to demonstrate H-mode operation at high beta with
a divertor.

0RNU-0WG36-2t82 FED

Fig. 6. The operating space in density (line density) for
the Alcator-C, D-IIL DITE, FT, ISX-B, JET, PDX, PBX.
and TFTR tokamaks. Also plotted are the ITOC guidelines
for ohmic and auxiliary heated plasmas.
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Fig. 7. Operational limits in beta of auxiliary heated
tokamak experiments. Courtesy of E. Strait (GAT).



Startup

On the basis of data from a number of modern
tokamaks it is clear that plasma initiation can be achieved
with toroidal electric fields as low as 0.5-1.0 V/m. There-
fore, plasma initiation should not present a problem for ths
CIT, provided adequate attention is paid to minimizing stray
fields in the plasma region.

The key issue for startup is the permitted rate of rise of
plasma current, since the pulse length is limited by the resis-
tive heating of the toroidal coils. With the flattop require-
ment of \2rE and the limited duration of the toroidal field
pulse, it will be necessary to raise the plasma current at an
average rate of dl/dt = 3 MA/s. At this rate of rise, with
conventional startup at constant toroidal field, there is a
problem: the current does not penetrate adequately. Possible
solutions are to ramp the toroidal field and current simul-
taneously, as illustrated in Fig. 8, or to vary the plasma
shape to reduce the variation in qa. Studies are under way
on TFTR and other tokamaks to verify these techniques.

Imparity Control

The CIT may have to operate at very high fusion power
levels, =300 MW, in order to ignite or to study alpha phys-
ics. The neutron and thermal fluxes at the plasma edge will
be at nactor levels, respectively «8.0 MW/m2 and =S2.0
MW/m". Since the scrape-off layer thickness will be quite
narrow, with — \/n(dn/dr) = 0.01 m and —\/P{dPfdr) =
0.005 m, and the ability to expand the scraped-off plasma
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Fig. 8. Computed current density profiles for standard,
constant 10-T toroidal field (TF), ?jid simultaneous toroidal
and poloidal field ramp.

will be limited, the power density on the divertor targets will
be high. Nevertheless, even if the thermal power density
peaks at S10 MW/m2, it should be possible to handle the
power with a modern divertor in which the density is high
and Che temperature low enough to minimize sputtering.

The additional reason for including a divertor is to
allow access to the H-mode. Measurements on Asdex and
D-III showed that

T£(divertor) = 2 X r£(expanded boundary) ,

while

T£(expanded boundary) = 1.5 X TE(limiter) .

It is clear that programs such as those in Asdex,
DIII-D, JET, JT-60, and Asdex-U, which plan to study
operation with substantial heating, including ICH and a
divertor or expanded boundary, will be important to con-
firming confinement scalings and qualifying procedures and
components for the C'T.

Plasma Heating

The choice of ICH for the CIT was made on the basis
of access and cost. The compact toroidal coil system of the
CIT permits only perpendicular beam injection, and because
this has been observed to lead to "fishbone'' MHD activity,
it is less satisfactory than ICH. The more compact ICH
systems are preferable also for remote handling, and the
total system has the lowest unit cost among the auxiliary
heating options.

The CIT radial ports are sized to permit the input of up
to 20 MW of ICH power, though in the initial phase only
= 10 MW will be installed. Two schemes, minority and
second hannonic heating, appear likely to work. While sub-
stantial plasma heating has been achieved with ICH. see
Fig. 9, further work is required to optimize its application
on the CIT. Of importance is a demonstration of efficient
heating at the high density level of the CIT. Tests with a
divertor are also important, both for demonstration of H-
mode operation at high beta and for the study of edge
effects, including impurity production and removal. Experi-
mental studies will require measurements of the ion tem-
perature profile in order to confirm the expected deposition
profile of ICH and to measure the ion transport coefficient.
Additional effects of interest are the effect of ICH on pellets
and the ICH-induced plasma rotation.

ROLE OF THE CIT IN LONG-TERM
TOKAMAK PROGRAM

Studies of ETFs. such as 1NTOR, NET, FER, and
more recently TIBER,20 have concentrated on poloidal
divertor tokamaks with moderate aspect ratio (=2.5-4)
strongly elliptical (<1.8) plasmas, and superconducting coils
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Fig. 9. ICH in PLT, which produces substantial tem-
perature rises.

with a maximum field = 10-12 T. The present parameters
of TIBER, which uses lower hybrid current drive rather
than inductive drive, are listed in Table 1. The CIT, which
has similar geometry, differs from TIBER mainly in its
shorter pulse length, inductive current drive, and somewhat
higher power density. An important question is, "What are
the requirements for this type of configuration to make an
attractive reactor, and is the CIT on the route to such a
reactor?"

The question can be answered using the results of
recent studies. In the Generic Reactor Studies at ORNL,21

it was found that reactors with superconducting coils, gen-
erating some 3500 MW of fusion power, could be economi-
cal provided the recirculating power to the plasma was < 150
MW(e) and the power density was high enough. The neu-
tron flux to the first wall characterizes power density well,
and a value pwn > 4-6 MW/nr is needed, the precise level
depending on the other characteristics of the reactor. In
another study, at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL),22 it has been shown that for a lithium blanket to
withstand a loss of cooling accident it is desirable to have
Pm ^ 6~8 MW/m2. Consequently, a reasonable goal for an
economical, inherently safe reactor is pm = 5-6 MW/ra2.
A second factor that affects the economics of a tokamak
reactor is the shield/blanket thickness on the inboard side of
the plasma. It is customary to make this as thin as possible,

subject to meeting shielding and tritium blanket require-
ments. A commonly used value that includes the first wall
and coil dewar thickness is <1 — 1.1 m. The fusion power for
<T> = 25 keV is given by

PF = 2.0 X 10"3 abR<02>B* (MW) ,

where

= 3.5{I/aB) (%) ,

(1)

(2)

the Troyon limit for the first stable region. The plasma
current is related to the safety factor qa by the formula

= 2.75<J2S(1 - a2/R2)2] . (3)

The field in the plasma (5) is related to the maximum field
on the toroidal coils (flm) by

B - Ba(l.O - \Aa/R - 1/R) (T) , (4)

where the factor I.I allows for a scrape-off layer.

Combining Eqs. ( I H 3 ) with pm = 5.8 MW/m:, A -
l.l m, Bm — 12 T, and P? " 3500 MW leads to the reac-
tor parameters shown in Table 1.

An additional factor is the power required for current
drive. Ideally, for the fast wave PCD =» (n20RI/lA) MW,
while for the slow wave the calculation for TIBER,20 wnich
is based on the analysis of Karney and Fisch,23 may be used.
For the lower hybrid current drive and operation at i;o ~
I.I and <T> = 25 keV, the power recirculated to support
the plasma is in the range 120-190 MW(e).

This analysis indicates that the CIT and TIBER are on
an interesting route to an attractive reactor. The beta
requirements may be met in the first stable region with the
use of a plasma elongation that is close to that presently
achieved and will be tested in D1II-D. The principal physics
issues that arc outside the CITs capability to test are long-
pulse to steady-state operation and efficient current drive.
The calculations suggest that it would be interesting to test
higher elongation plasmas in the CIT with b/a < 2.4 and
R/a = 3.

CONCLUSIONS

The physics guidelines on which the CIT is based are
reasonable, given the present understanding o( tokamak
behavior. Work has started to improve the database, to test
CIT relevant components and procedures, and, generally, to
reduce the uncertainties in extrapolation to the CIT operat-
ing conditions. Key tests are to demonstrate a CIT level of
current ramp, to study divertor operation and impurity con-
trol at high power density, and Co optimize ICH under
CIT-like conditions.



Table 1. Machine and Plasma Parameters for the CIT, TIBER, and a Reactor

Major radius, m
Minor radius, m
Aspect ratio
Elongation
Triangularity
Toroidal field, T
Maximum field on toroidal coil, T
Plasma current, MA
Edge safety factor
Cylindrical <?•
Maximum density <n>, 102Om~3

Critical beta, %
Flattop time, s
Maximum fusion power, MW
Maximum neutron flux, MW/m2

Figure of merit* B*a/q», T2-m

CIT

1.22
0.45
2.7
1.3
0.2
10.4

9.0(10.0)"
2.9 (2.6)
2.2 (2.0)
5.8 (6.5)
5.7 (6.4)
3.7
=300
6.8 (8.2)
22.5 (25)

TIBER

2.60
0.73
3.6
1.94
0.60
5.0
10
9.7
2.2
1.3
3.3
10.6
300
440
1.6 (4.0 peak)

Example reactor

5.2
1.6
3.25
2.4

5.4
12
20.0
3.0
2.2

8.1
SS
3500
5.1

"Values in parentheses are for operation with a Umiter rather than a divertor.
'The figure of merit is proportional to m when r is given by neo-Alcator con-

finement scaling and n is given by the Murakami limit. It is also a convenient figure
of merit for the other confinement scalings. Note that for the CIT a more conserva-
tive beta limit is used.

With H-mode confinement and moderate impurity
levels, Zjff ^ 1.5, the CIT should ignite with a wide margin
from the density or beta limits.

The CIT is on an interesting route to the realization of
an attractive tokamak reactor.
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